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CONVERSATION 
The following is a conversation between Rudolf Baranik, Charlene Spurlock, author and free-lance writer who lives in Dayton , and 
William Spurlock, director of the Wright State University Art Galleries, Dayton . The conversation was taped on December 9, 1976, in 
New York, New York, and with the exception of syntactical and grammatical corrections is here presented as 1t occurred 
WS I am curious about your relationship with the public. You have said that when you are working you are not concerned with the 
public. 
RB When I am working I'm not concerned with the public. I could extend it further-I am not concerned with the public as it pertains to 
my work. And this, of course, may sound to you very anti-humanist. I'll try to explain. I am an artist strongly committed to social change. 
I am in fact a socialist. I would want people to be moved towards changes in society, to more humane relationships, and so on. But I 
also know that art acts upon people in ways that are slow, indirect, circuitous, illusive, unmeasurable. It is because of that that I feel 
when I do precisely what I want it is really the best I can do for others. I am concerned but uncompromising. Does that make sense? 
WS It does. When you are painting the Napalm Elegy, the series of paintings dealing with the napalmed child and the image of that 
child, are you concerned about the artistic freedoms that you have in the manipulation of that image? I am speaking of formal concerns, 
in your studio painting that image, composing that image, the surface that image is presented upon. If you are not concerned about the 
public , what do you feel? Would it not be possible for you to have the experience that you are after without painting that subject? 
Couldn't you deal with photographs from your own subjective experience, if you are not thinking about the public? Why are you making 
objects Which repeatedly employ that particular icon? 
RB Well, this could be asked of every creative person. You could ask yourself . . . why are you talking, why are you writing? It is 
really almost like asking why we are living. Let me put it in a more specific way: If you think of your art, as people have thought for 
centuries, as a service activity, then of course it does not make any sense to do what I am doing. I don't know what it is serving, 
whether it is even wanted or needed. This is not only myself. I think the artists today are basically very much in doubt whether their 
creative activity is needed. I think it has always been a question of bewilderment to artists. Are they really functioning in this world as a 
wanted, needed, helpful group of humanity? Especially now the media through which artists speak is being overshadowed to a great 
extent by new ways of communicating. So artists are wondering . . . aren't they an anachronism and aren't they simply engaged in 
something which is pitifully minute by comparison to how people can effect people in other ways? At the same time they feel like going 
on creating what they are creating when they forget that doubt. I think I am always hung up in these two feelings: how art is the most 
wonderful thing in the world, and at the same time, it is a lot of nothing . I think that artists have always sensed that. 
CS On the other hand, the fact remains that you are dealing with an image that is loaded. Specifically, the image of the head-<loes it 
carry a larger meaning for you then , outside of art or leading to it, leading to the work? 
RB When you say outside of art, that's when our differences arise. It is not more outside of art because of the political implications 
than any other intention. No human concern is above art-or under art-it's in art. Let me go on. You have touched upon a question 
with which artists who are involved in political expression have dealt for a long time. Basically we are put in a kind of ghetto. In a 
sense.even when we are praised, when it is said that we go beyond "complacent formalism," we are told at the same time that we are 
motivated by extra-art concerns. And from there comes the belief that we must be conscious about to whom, why, and how we are 
speaking. I would for instance turn to Bill and say, Would you ask the same questions of a painter that paints totally abstract, holistic, 
beautiful paintings? Would you ask that painter whether he or she is painting because of an audience? Why, if you can relive, as you 
are saying, that feeling in yourself and it does not communicate to anyone else, why put it on any surface? The question Bill asked a 
while ago, the question about having the experience without creating the object, could it not be asked of a formalist? 
CS I would be concerned with your motivation for choosing, not in what probable effect you might think it would have. I assume by 
what you say that you are not interested in the effect it would have. What would be your motivation in making those selections, those 
choices? 
RB Okay. Well, first I would like to correct something. I am concerned about the effect my work has, but I am not going to do anything 
about it. I will not adjust, change to have a certain effect. I certainly don't give a damn for the immediate effect. And who can measure it, 
who can analyze it, who can even expect it? It is all so futile. That's what art is all about: a realm of life where we let the chips fall where 
they may, where we grope in a confusing darkness, where too much light of analysis is deadly. It's a darkness I prefer. Are you asking 
me then to trace previous experiences and what leads to it? I'm not clear. 
CS Yes. There is a larger concern. There is the creative process that I associate with the act of making the work. There also would be 
another process, probably traceable, that would lead up to the act of doing the work, that would have an influence or bearing on why 
you would choose specific images, or colors. 
RB Well, you are absolutely right. I believe that if there was an extremely complex computer where all these experiences could be 
recorded, I am sure that one could come to the most precise analysis, because I don't think that anything happens without a cause, and 
scientifically, everything could be analyzed, quoted, deducted from, and all that. In fact, I think that one could create a computer which 
would write the most sensitive poetry, that could be programmed as complexly and sensitively as a poet functions. So to answer you, of 
course there is this pre-process process which has laid the ground for what happens when you physically approach the surface on 
which you paint, or collage, or whatever you do. And that process is one which you could try to analyze, but when you analyze it I think 
you tend to simplify it. I do not mind trying to analyze it. Okay, let me try to do that. Why do I use a kind of mood and imagery in my 
painting which is to many people not just poetic and quiet, but even morbid. Well, maybe because I come from a Nordic country with 
very little color, with long winter nights, with the experience of going to school in the morning at nine o'clock, still dark. Because the 
days in Lithuania are short it's light about ten o'clock in the morning in the winter, and going back from school about three o'clock, it is 
dark again-seeing the moon all the time and seeing here and there electric lights and snow and very little color. In the summertime it 
gets kind of greenish, but it is green and gray and bluish and very few other colors. There is no rust and there is no orange and there is 
no sand color and all that. So a monochromatic color scheme is something which has been with me from my early childhood. When I 
looked out of the window in the early morning at home in Lithuania the first thing I would see would be the white roofs, the houses 
covered with white snow, and the sky which was almost white. That was the first thing you saw through the window if the window was 
not totally frozen over. So there was a color scheme. 
Then there is living in a country which has experienced quite a bit of violence through world wars and kind of an awareness of death all 
around you. From my house, we would see funerals almost every day from all the surrounding villages. In a sled or wagon there would 
be a fresh wood coffin, often a very small one, the coffin of a baby. The family would ride with the coffin in the front sled or wagon, 
followed by others, and they would sing mournful Lithuanian laments, raudos. Jewish funerals were very different: an open black 
casket carried by several bearded old men, the white shrouds sometimes visible on top of the casket. They would also pass by our 
house. And the Jewish dead were not even buried in the coffin , just wrapped in white shrouds and lowered into the earth. So white 
shrouds and coffins and night sky and all that is a very familiar image to me as a child and kind of sunk into my visual memory. 
So when I painted abstract works evocative of landscapes in the fifties and early sixties, the white organic mass under a black passage 
on the top would have, must have, meant all that I am telling you about. But if I want to start tracing, trying to understand what went into 
it, all of these things obviously went into it, so did a color sensibility derived from Vollard and maybe a little bit of Braque and an infusion 
of old man Pablo and his Guernica and God knows what. 
WS I don't want to be oversimplistic but it does seem clear to me, your living environment is high contrast in value-it's black and it's 
white. There are many very subtle colors-but it is black and white . . . and you were just talking about your childhood, the very 
important formative years. I would understand that those great contrasts in the old country would probably be something that is 
continuous for you to the present, something that you are maintaining. Would I be unfair to say that? That's what it sounds like. 
RB That would seem like a logical conclusion. 
WS Do you consciously, and you may have already answered the question, I'm not sure, do you consciously draw upon your 
experience? 
RB When you say consciously, no, absolutely not. I really don't understand how one could consciously draw from one's experience. 
Drawing from experience takes care of itself. To me anything else starts to resemble manipulation, tailoring, scheming, plotting, 
adjusting, posturing, self-improving, self-presenting. One could dredge up, try to remember . . . But I am not a self-conscious 
artist, I am not a cerebral artist. 
CS Does this very intense awareness of death in your early upbringing create a heightened awareness of life? Does it motivate a 
concern for human activity? 
RB Well, I would hope so. I think that life is best when it does engulf extremes. I can't envision life without pain, I don't shy away from 
pain, fright, anxiety, concern, and I think that if these elements would vanish, there would be no joy either. This seems rather obvious to 
me and because of it I am totally at a loss in understanding why people go to analysts, why they try to neutralize themselves. 
WS You are absolutely consistent, do you know that? Because of the value contrast we were just talking about, the poles in values 
and the poles in human emotion and experience. 
RB I have had long discussions with very intelligent friends who do go to analysts and are trying to, what they call, bring their life into 
focus. I am totally bewildered about the whole thing. How could an artist go to a "specialist" in order to what amounts to "consult" about 
his or her emotions? How could an outsider, so unaware what it means to be an artist to start with, be permitted to trample about in your 
feelings and thinking? What do you think? 
WS I should think not. I would think that the analyst would have a varying set of constructs that she or he would wish to plug your 
experience into. The freedom isn't there, the polarity isn't encouraged. A very fine balance, I think, would be encouraged instead of 
extreme pain or extreme joy, relative pain or relative joy. I can agree with you, I think pain is important as I think joy is important. 
RB You see, that's why I think that the analytical quest in art is really fraught with danger because it is something that we cannot 
avoid. We all want to do this, we all engage in it. At the same time, I think that the analysis of art, especially the iconographic symbolic 
analysis, the psychological understanding of what transpires in certain art expressions is always dangerous because you run the risk of 
vulgarization. The more the artist is open to it, the more the artist is expressionist, or expressive, or committed, or whatever, the greater 
the danger is of being misunderstood. A friend of mine who teaches art therapy at Pratt came the other day and he borrowed from me a 
book on Munch. He said his student is doing a paper analyzing Munch from a psychological viewpoint. Now, can you imagine what that 
student is going to do with Munch! That student is going to understand many things quite correctly and at the same time do so much 
vulgarization. So, then, if I sort of seem defensive or shy away from some explanation it's not because I'm trying to hide something, but 
I feel that I don't want to simplify things which are very easily simplified in one's mind. 
CS You are citing what psychologists might do to an artist. Is neutrality a kind of death? 
RB Whose neutrality? Observer's neutrality? 
CS Anyone's. 
RB I suppose death is the most excellent neutrality there is. What could be better? 
CS I was thinking of a propagated neutrality, a conscious neutrality, neutrality as a contrived stance in life. 
RB Well, there is another kind of neutrality which has validity. I am an expressionist artist, right? At the same time I have a great 
affinity with art which understates and is minimal actually. I have much more in common with the minimal artist who states something 
very reductive and elusive, the silent left, rather than with the expressionist who shouts louder than I do. In other words, those who 
whisper what I want to say are my allies, those who scream vulgarize it. 
WS Your work obviously generates from a very personal, humanistic point of view. You are aware of man's inhumanity to man. I would 
suggest that many people who look at your work would first recognize a relationship between the image of the head in the Napalm 
Elegy and the intellectual movement of the sixties, anti-war, anti-human casualty, that type of thing. Does your work relate to a 
temporal, political concern, that is to say, if human politics or international politics were to shift, would the images you are employing in 
your work shift? 
RB No. I don't see how that could be, not at all. The Napalm Elegy is certainly not specific enough to carry what you may call a political 
stand in a concrete time- and place-anchored sense. The Napalm Elegy grew out of my indignation against what our country's 
government did to the people in Vietnam, in Southeast Asia. But it can stand, I hope, for any similar outcry. It is political in context. It 
may be more specific than, let's say, Motherwell's elegies to the Spanish republic. No reproach there either. It is art's prerogative to be 
elusive, sometimes its virtue. 
CS I would like you to clarify how it is that you have an affinity with the minimalist point of view. I can see It visually in a spareness of 
means. On the other hand though, wouldn't you say that there is a great disparity between you and a hypothetical minimalist painter 
who might use systems as a subject for his work or use humanly devised systems to create his work? It would seem to me that you are 
dealing with the aftermath of systems or the consequence of systems in human terms. 
RB Okay, that is a very interesting question. My affinity to minimalism is not to their methods, not to their proclaimed intention. A lot of 
minimalists proclaim themselves to be somehow scientific and mechanistic and, well, systematic. What I care is that the result is very 
often reductively poetic, silent, massive, elusive, and it is this affinity that I am speaking about. But there is something else, that thing 
called formalism. See, I don't consider formalism my enemy, contrary to the way some expressionist or political artists view it. 
Formalism is much more than the Greenbergian version of it. I don't want to leave it to Greenberg. I see form as the very sensitive 
nerve-ends of content, as important at least as the general impulse which sent it on its way, and there is no art of validity which is not 
formalist. The Greenbergian concept of formalism is an aberration, a focus not on form but on trade innovation and hierarchy of means. 
So, in formalist language I want to hear the most interesting voices. Outside of the language I am a stranger. Thus, Agnes Martin is 
much closer to me than William Gropper. 
CS Addressing specificity then, does someone who works, as did Ben Shahn, in a temporal sort of way, limit his art in your opinion? 
RB Shahn, no, and I'm glad you brought this up because I don't want to leave the impression that to be very specific is always 
detrimental, that to be specific is somehow diminishing-not always, certainly not Ben Shahn. When he did his Sacco and Vanzetti 
series, his Disaster in the Mine Fields, the specificity there was right on the target and did not make it illustrative or diminished, or take 
away the universality of it. You can do two human faces which are recognizable as Sacco and Vanzetti and be universal through the 
strength of expression and all that. But if I would have made my Napalm Elegy heads more mongolian featured, I think it would have 
diminished it because there is no reason why in the generalized, white, simplified, moon-like head I would want to bring in racial 
features. While Ben Shahn brought in not only something reminiscent of Sacco and Vanzetti, but there were Sacco and Vanzetti the 
way they sat there. 
CS Of course, doesn't time have a wonderful way of obliterating specific imagery? 
WS Well, through the passage of time I would think that Shahn's work, Sacco and Vanzetti or the Disaster in the Mines, becomes less 
recognizably important; that the formal attributes of the work become more important than the message that he is dealing with. Most 
people today don't, in school at least, know who Sacco and Vanzetti were, they don't understand what happened in the mine fields, and 
when they are told the story they can't understand it even vicariously. They don't know what was involved. They will look at Shahn's 
work in terms of its quaintness, its design quality, its use of color, its distortion and all the other formal attributes. So I think that time 
may work against specificity. 
RB That may be. Students hardly know Ben Shahn's work. But about Sacco and Vanzetti I found out recently something different, in 
at least one part of the country. Last summer Carl Andre, May Stevens and I went to Quincy, Massachusetts, which is the home town of 
these two artists, to do a video-tape for the Patriotic Show, which was shown at the Lerner-Heller Gallery in the city. Oh, yes, and at 
Wright State, too. The tape was being made at various historical sites in Quincy, and at one point we were joined by some ten- or 
twelve-year-old boys, most of them Irish. They overheard us say that we may go to nearby Braintree, where Sacco worked in a shoe 
factory and where Vanzetti sold fish. The boys from Quincy not only knew who Sacco and Vanzetti were, but told us loudly and clearly, 
on the tape, that they were not guilty! But this bears on Shahn very indirectly, if at all. So you may be right, Bill, about specificity losing a 
lot through time. 
WS The anonymity of the image in your work is what I meant earlier when I alluded to a timeless rather than a temporal quality. I 
should think as long as there is man's inhumanity to man, and there is no reason to believe that it is going to change for some time, 
unfortunately, even if your image is anonymous, the word "napalm" may limit it should another means of waging war be developed and 
napalm may become antiquated or obsolete. That obsolesence might limit it in some way, but the image itself will not be limited as long 
as there is fire. As long as there are human beings, the image will be seen in a contemporary sense. 
RB If in the future violence disappears totally-a large body of literature and art will become very meaningless. In the future if physical 
violence disappears, the violence that people will commit will be on a so-called "higher level." They will say something to someone and 
that will be the highest violence. This will be considered violence, but nobody will ever raise a hand against anybody. 
WS It's an interesting ambiguity, that, ah 
CS The psychological damage-
RB Yeh, the psychological damage will then be the most painful damage and this is what people will fight against. Maybe a police 
force will arrest you for psychological damage-psychologically! 
WS I wonder if you see a social, political, or socio-political role for yourself, which is exclusive of your art? 
RB Exclusive of my art? 
WS The Balinese say, we have no art, we do everything as well as we can. And I can understand that, but when you are moving 
through the streets, when you are involved with artists' rights, that is not reflected-again the word "specific"-specifically in your 
paintings. 
RB It probably does, or will , carry over. I have been and am still involved with artists' radical groups. During the war in Vietnam it was 
Artists and Writers Protest Against the War in Vietnam and the Artworkers Coalition. Now it is Artists Meeting for Cultural Change, and 
then there is the women's movement among artists, which swirls all around us, and which I consider important and helping to 
humanize us all: At the AMCC meetings there are endless discussions about socialism, the artist's role in this system, the art object 
used as a commodity, the system in the art world and its bourgeois nature . . . . I hate the term "art-object"-my work, or any art 
worth its salt, is not an object in essence though it may be so in pragmatic fact, and I told the people in Provisional Art and Language 
that I would use the term "art-object" if they would use the term "sound-making" for all their verbal statements. 
But after all the talk, and after all the reading and thinking, what happens in my Iott, when I work is-in approach-as elitist and 
personal as all art must be. 
CS But as a person, you do feel compelled to be involved? 
RB You are asking me whether I feel compelled? 
CS Yes, I'm interested in the question of neutrality. I'm thinking artistically and as you live. In a sense these are both concerns of your 
work. I don't mean to always return to this issue, but the whole thing of neutrality has been an overriding concern for a lot of 
contemporary artists-to find a neutral image, find a neutral system, to produce, to produce 
WS Objects! Objects in the marketplace. 
CS But you would seem to separate yourself from that and say, "Wait a minute, neutrality is not an ideal to be striven for." 
RB Well , it depends, Charlene, what you call neutrality. I don't like to be demagogic and self-serving and describe art which does not 
take a stand philosophically or morally as neutral, because that is not the only thing that matters. It matters a lot to me but if I would say 
that a Mark Tobey or an Agnes Martin are artists who create neutral works, I think I would be demagogic and simply elevating myself by 
putting down others. It is neutral in a moral sense, perhaps, a direct moral sense, but when it makes a statement of visual beauty or 
excitement, or whatever you want to call it, I'm not ready to call it neutral in any way, because then it dismisses it too easily and too 
readily. The art world I think is such a mess and such an unpleasant place precisely because it is demagogic. Everybody is elevating 
one's intention more than it is logically justified. One gets carried away and one, well, this is why all those manifestos-all those 
manifestos by the Futurists and by the Surrealists and by everybody else. I think that when you look back, then, they seem quite idiotic. 
WS I'm not sure I understand. Are you saying that the artist's intention or intentions are unimportant? 
RB I think that the artist's intentions are important but I don't think that one should have a scale for weighing intentions and consider 
some intentions wonderful and some intentions neutral or negligible. From certain viewpoints certain intentions are on a higher level, 
obviously from the viewpoint of moral commitment to society, to humankind, art which makes a philosophical statement is more 
important. But to blow trumpets for that art, to write manifestos for that art and say that in the cold premises of John Weber on 420 hang 
all these neutral formalist statements is nonsense. The Museum of Modern Art had a show of drawings last season which was attacked 
by many of my friends because of its exclusive, formalist intent-all these phrases were used about cold, inhuman, and kind of 
systematic art and so on. I did not support the protest because that art has its own life, its own beauty and the curator there has a full 
right to organize that show. The curator has what I would call civil rights to be creative and to organize a show which has its own 
character, its own intention. Somebody else could organize another show. The Museum of Modern Art it's true, is responsible to show 
multiplicity of intentions in art. My art was excluded, but at the same time I think it would be really demagogic of me to attack the art 
which was shown there as being insignificant because it is art and it speaks to me and is important in many ways. 
WS Does all art bear significance, then? 
RB No, no. I make very harsh judgements on specific art. Some art speaks to me and some not, but it is often in various intentions. In 
other words, there is some art which tries to be morally responsive but remains insignificant, and there can be formalist art which is 
insignificant because it lacks formal sensibility. It's true, some intentions leave me cold, -I have not seen the Calder show and 
probably will not. I was going to say that humor in art means little to me, but I just thought of Oldenburg. 
WS Oldenburg's is a very different kind of humor, though, it's not a passive humor. It's an engaging humor. Oldenburg told me that he 
is not interested in "armchair art." He wants an art that engages and challenges, one that becomes socially dynamic in a sense, 
perhaps politically dynamic. Calder's circuses are not. They are passive from that point of view. They are almost, I don't want to use the 
word escapist-but in that sense I think that might be appropriate. Your work commands involvement from a social point of view and 
from a political point of view. 
RB But even in that work which is not so "engaged," he is so marvelously zany. I'm all for him. And to some extent for Lichtenstein. 
But I can't follow Rosenquist. Neither formal nor humorous, what is he? How do you feel about it? 
WS Because you are not interested in the images, or you don't understand his motivations, or . . . 
RB I don't understand what he is trying to say. And yet it's work where the iconography is certainly more important than the formal 
values. So what are the so-called Pop artists all about? I once discussed it with Alloway and he, being the wordsmith he is, said that 
what it is is a "demilitarized zone." A barren zone, I would say. I think Pop Art did for us a good thing. It kind of cleansed the air, washed 
the boardwalk. 
CS It may be even more important than at the time we realized. It seemed sort of light-hearted and superficial at the time. It may, in 
fact, be more important in the long range for that reason. 
RB It probably opened the gates for powerful , sometimes conceptual, sometimes dramatic-expressionist art-Morris, Acconci. Also 
Andre, though he is a case to himself. These three artists are the monks, the contemporary scribes of the illuminated manuscripts. 
WS An interesting analogy. 
RB I mentioned the term to Andre. He said, "Absolutely!" 
CS The art world exists in rather treacherous waters today. I think it's partly the attitude you alluded to before, of self-assertion at the 
expense of someone else. I find it an alarming state of affairs, almost. Is it because we stand at a point where it is wide open? There are 
so many possibilities. Are we really more open, and because of that openness do we have to put down attitudes that are different? 
RB I think openness is very good. It brings with it this mad scramble. This openness, it's a scramble-it's disgusting. 
CS We are not used to openness, then? 
RB During the abstract expressionist period we lived in a monarchy. Figurative art was a Pariah. Now it almost has equal rights. But 
discrimination continues in the corners. Do you know about the figurative show being organized here by some co-ops? I bring it up 
because it is interesting to see how the formerly oppressed learned quickly how to discriminate. All the vital tendencies within 
figuration , figurative art influenced by Pop , figurative photo-realism and figurative political art was excluded, leaving art-school 
lackadaisical realism to re ign. In other words, look-and-do realism . 
WS I'm not sure what you mean by look-and-do realism. 
RB You know, you set up something , or you look at something, and you paint it. 
CS That seems at first to be retrograde. But is it not on the other hand an affirmation of humanism, the one-to-one contact? 
RB I see no reason whatsoever why painting from a model, often a hired model, is more "humanist" than using a photographic 
source. And is painting a naturalistic landscape, one-to-one observation , more humanist than something more sensed than observed? 
Think of two last-century Americans, Homer and Ryder. Is Homer more humanist than Ryder? The opposite is true in my book. The 
photograph which inspires Chuck Close to do what he does may have powerful emotional connotations. Why is one source more holy 
than the other? I think sources should not be considered. The result is the thing. 
WS The manipulation, the abstraction itself is the same in both cases. 
RB Yes. 
CS It's taking the artist's statement out of it I think. Removing the artist from that context. 
RB By working from a photograph? 
CS No, the reverse . 
RB Yes, that's right. It is a set thing in some minds: You are an artist when you work as you did in art-school. A nostalgic thing . They 
can not imagine that you can be poetic working from a photograph or that you can create a poetic piece by ordering it from a foundry. 
WS Of course, because the mysticism of the divinely inspired artist has been removed, and all that business. The period that we are 
involved in now contains a great deal of uncertainty in terms of what young artists should paint or sculpt, what art forms they should 
involve themselves in. There is a great deal of uncertainty and insecurity also on the part of the galleries, what they should show, what 
they should validate. There is insecurity on the part of the critics , who will go from gallery to gallery and say " I don't know what is 
happening here," or " I'm going to try to find out but I can't get a handle on it, I can't understand it somehow." Some artists, I am sure, 
will always be the innovators for the future. I think you mentioned Robert Morris, Vito Acconci and Carl Andre as monks in the scriptoria 
illuminating manuscripts. Using that analogy I think that their influence will be great, but there are so many people floundering, not 
knowing what to do. I wonder if it's possible in a societal setting , in a social setting, in a political setting, where there is a great deal of 
uncertainty about the present, about the future, I wonder if it's possible . . . People seem to want to plug into a system of some 
type which is finite, probably not experiential , certainly not expressionist, but something mathematical, something minimalist, some-
thing that they can clearly articulate and deal with in the most finite sense and move from that as a base of security. 
RB Well , do you welcome security , that's the question. 
WS I think we all welcome security, but find our security in different places. 
RB I am not sure that I want security , and I'm not sure that art can grow in security . As a matter of fact, and my position is hardening as 
I talk, the very nature of art is insecurity. The most innovative art grows out of insecurity. Without it art grows efficient, masterful, 
professional , dull. 
WS But we all find security in different ways, in varying degrees, which are meaningful to us. 
RB Do you mean satisfaction? 
WS Satisfaction? From my own experience, the great creativity comes from troubled waters, from those tumultuous times, from the 
uncertainty, from groping and trying to find a direction within a certain set of constructs. Now, I am interested in the present exhibition 
and in your work. Don't you find some measure of security in the image that you are dealing with? Once you painted the first napalmed 
head, then you had something to hold on to. Before you got on to that head you may have been floundering and it was a stroke of 
genius to find that head. That head became a meaningful symbol and you found security in it. 
RB In the sense you describe it, yes . But 1t works somewhat differently. Finding that head was not a stroke of genius, because it did 
not come after a search , it sort of came, came home, and accommodated itself in my iconography. Then, of course, a deep 
involvement, even an obsession , can be seen as a type of security. But I think that security must be temporary and quickly crumbling . 
On a factual level some artists feel secure when merely "established." I especially feel it when talking to some of my friends from Latin 
America, where security is tied up with an artist's professionalism. Meaning, that once the artist is established, the recognition goes on 
and on with little challenge. There is no harsh evaluation such as we have in New York. This is why I think this city is good for artists. 
One year you are hailed, the next year you may be ignored. New York tells you things in many ways. I think that kind of insecurity, the 
factual, societal insecurity, is good for artists. I have met artists in the Soviet Union when I traveled there who are so damn secure that 
they don't have to grow at all. I am speaking of the official artists who show routinely, who receive a check for every reproduction of 
their work in magazines and so on. To some extent this security extends even to the dissident artists, who are surrounded by the 
admiration of the intellectuals-writers, ballerinas, scientists. They too are very professional in a certain way. But that's beside the 
point. I generally don't have a positive feeling about the word security. I tell my students at Pratt that even in composition security is 
dull . I like precariousness. 
WS We are almost talking about the point where a human being is not afraid of error, where one is not afraid of failure ; which would 
mean, when you have nothing to lose, you can take risks. Do you think you are taking risks in your work and/or in your posture as a 
human being in New York? 
RB I would like to flatter myself and think that I am, but really I'm not. For one thing, in this country art is very quickly neutralized in 
many ways. It's neutralized first of all by a great desire to absorb almost anything which is challenging. We have a "culture-vulture" 
audience, a very large one in this country, which kind of absorbs it, welcomes it 
WS And disposes of it very quickly. 
RB Very quickly, so I am not taking chances with my art in that sense. It is true that my art, because of political implications, or even 
because of its austerity, is not so " acquireable," let's say. The Napalm Elegy is basically still in my studio. The Museum of Modern Art 
recently acquired one of my works which grew out of the Napalm Elegy series, but most of the large, more explicit statements are here, 
in the loft. With no false modesty, I think the series should be in public collections. But the fact is that my work, like the work of a handful 
of other American artists who have responded in moral outrage to the War in Vietnam, has been largely ignored by the museums. 
None of the Napalm Elegies was shown in Whitney Annuals , though the museum showed me in the past. 
WS Which sets up an interesting question. There seem to be two publics. There is the museum establishment, which is by virtue of its 
existence and its need to exist, politically conservative. The reason that the Napalm Elegy has not gained recognition by the American 
museums, or the museums in New York, could it be because it is too hot for them to handle, possibly? The other public would be the 
"culture-vulture " public, the consuming, disposing public, which might view the work as a little too conservative esthetically for them. 
RB That's very true, of course, because stylistically or medium or whatever, my work does not shout newness. Even when I use 
electric or fluorescent light in a work, or smoked lucite, it is generally absorbed in the poetic statement as unobtrusively as possible. I 
don't focus on newness or excitement of medium per se. So, it's true that for the novelty-seeking, "culture-vulture" public my work does 
not carry any great significance in that sense. They would much rather see something which is more explicitly experimental as far as 
medium and style is concerned. That's very true. 
WS I think that it is vitally important that that be said. 
CS I'm interested in that question of insecurity. We were talking initially about psychologists, artists seeing psychologists to deal with 
their own insecurities and that sort of thing. Do you think that art (and I'm thinking that this might have some relevance to curators too) 
can be created by a person, today, who is insecure? Isn't there a kind of security that comes from accepting the fact of change, a 
personal security from accepting the temporary nature of things? Don't you get a personal security from that, a strength? 
RB You are saying it beautifully, you ascribe security to the marvelous thing, accepting insecurity. Secure in insecurity. Put thus-yes. 
I think if you live with insecurity, you live with precarious excitement. I want to be arrogantly insecure. 
CS Haven't we put our finger on what's wrong with museums today? Aren't they unwilling to . . . 
WS To take risks, sure. Because they operate necessarily at the pressures and whims of financial patronage. They must to exist. 
RB A group of radical artists and art historians in New York is putting out a book on the subject. It's called The Anti-Catalogue, and it is 
a response to an exhibition which took place this fall at the Whitney, the John D. Rockefeller Ill Collection, which was originally billed by 
the museum as Three Centuries of American Art. Benny Andrews, Lucy Lippard and I went to the Whitney and discussed the show 
with Thomas Armstrong and his curatorial staff. We pointed out that a private collection, hardly historical, including only one woman 
artist and one Black, could not represent centuries of our art. Armstrong was frank. He said that the show "honors patronage and 
collecting." The fact that art was degraded leaving out so much, did not matter-he thought it was none the less a three-century 
celebration. 
WS When in fact it was a celebration of the collector. 
CS Hence the need for alternative spaces. 
RB Yes. 
WS How do you feel about coming to the Midwest, to Dayton, Ohio, to have an exhibition? How does that apply to you, living here on 
Wooster Street in Soho, with a good gallery uptown? 
RB Are you asking me this because of the limitation of audience? 
WS I am wondering how you feel about it, why 
RB Why show in a gallery in Ohio? 
WS Um-hum. 
RB Well, for one thing, the limitation. Speaking about a public, I, at least, know no better public than young artists, art students. Next to 
one's artist friends it's the most perceptive audience one can have. I am not disdainful of the general public, the community; I 
eventually want to speak to everybody. But the immediate audience is to a great extent in the universities, and Ohio is not that far from 
my experience: I lived for years in Chicago and went to school there. And then there is the space. Many galleries affiliated with the 
universities, state or other, have spaces superior to our galleries here. I saw Acconci's show at your gallery when I was at Wright State 
this fall. He has no comparable space at his own gallery in Soho. 
WS So the physical space combined with the audience. With reference to exhibiting your work before students as an audience, or 
dealing with students, teaching students, do you have a need to convey your experience through your work in terms of making an 
impression on people? Students are in the formative periods in their lives, in becoming artists. Are you interested in influencing them 
with your work, with your lifestyle? 
RB With my work, perhaps-with my lifestyle, no. 
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RUDOLF BARANIK'S UNCANNY AWAKENING FROM THE NIGHTMARE OF HISTORY BY DONALD B. KUSPIT 
But since all things are named Light and Night, and names have been given to each class of things according to the power of one or the 
other, everything is full equally of Light and invisible Night ... Parmenides of Elea 
This uncanniness pursues Dasein constantly, and is the threat to its everyday lostness in the 'they', though not explicitly. This threat 
can go together tactically with complete assurance and self-sufficiency in one's everyday concern. Anxiety can arise in the most 
innocuous Situations. Nor does it have any need for darkness, in which it is commonly easier for one to feel uncanny. In the dark there 
is emphatically 'nothing' to see, though the very world itself is still 'there', and 'there' more obtrusively . Martin Heidegger, Being and 
Time . 
Rudolf Baranik views himself as expressionist and a protagonist of protest art; what we want to do here is to see how they link up in his 
work. The two have traditionally been connected : the expressionist is concerned to capture the enduring mood of the topical and 
transitory. Baranik himself speaks against "mere protest art," and describes his works as "poetic" and "brooding." 1 But this is only 
preliminary; unless the way his poetry integrates with world events is made clear, it cannot be accepted as final. His art's mood is a 
response to history; we will show how, while having a meaning independent of history, it is at the same time firmly rooted in it. 
Expressionism has been characterized as an art "of never-ending excitement, " with "ecstasy .. . a constant component." One of its 
most important aspects is "the idea of 'redemption through suffering '," involving Van Gogh's belief "that the artist's real task was to 
interpret 'fundamental' emotions like joy, sorrow, anger, and fear. " The expressionist's concern to be an emotional fundamentalist 
leads him to adopt "a universalist rather than a particularist point of view," attempting "to voice or formulate a cosmic feeling. "2 What is 
the fundamental emotion Baranik wants to communicate? He has described it himself as "hovering between pain and ecstasy"-we 
have become more subtle than Van Gogh, realizing that there is no emotion that is unequivocal-no emotion that does not partake of 
its opposite, that is not simultaneously painful and pleasurable, full of Night as well as Light. All emotion , in other words, is uncanny; 
and uncanniness, as Heidegger asserts, is a sign of anxiety: not one premised on an ill-defined mood of being ill at ease in the world, a 
sharpened, perverse je ne sais quoi , but rather a justified anxiety which is in fact a sane response-perhaps the only one-to a really 
horrible, insane world . It is an anxiety which is an awareness of not being at home in a world which one can do nothing about. It is a 
personal anxiety based on social reality, not simply a kind of sensitivity to oneself, an immature self-consciousness. 
How is this anxiety evoked by Baranik's practice? One must begin the answer to this question by trying to understand what evocation 
is. Max Horkhe1mer and Theodor W. Adorno note that "the program of the Enlightenment was the disenchantment of the world; the 
dissolution of myths and the substitution of knowledge for fancy. " 3 Evocation is the new source of new enchantment, new myths; but it 
is premised on knowledge of fact, not the illusions of fancy. It is an effort not to concretize accepted myths imagistically, but to present 
known reality so that it is emotively significant. How is this accomplished in art practice? Irving Sandler notes that Baranik's work is 
" reductive"-abstract in tendency-" in the primary if not exclusive usage of black and white. " At the same time, the major part of 
Baranik's work uses "a recurring image : the napalmed head lying on its side. "4 Baranik's interplay of the abstract and the factual 
evokes the anxiety which is his ultimate subject-matter-the anxiety that is based on an awareness that there is something wrong with 
the world, not oneself . The burden of this article is a study of the peculiarities of this interplay-its increasing refinement, and the 
increasingly subtle sense of anxiety it thereby communicates. 
Evocation is half-formed articulation, articulation in an in-between state-between abstraction and realism. An image achieves 
evocative power by seeming on the one hand to be known, on the other to have unknown components. The more the image presses to 
either extreme-the more familiar it seems, and yet at the same time the more alien-the greater its evocative powers. At the same 
time, this enlargement has its limits: the image can become all too obvious and dully familiar and so banal, or it can become so abstract 
that it loses all reference to actuality and becomes a seemingly pure form. When this happens the tension between abstraction and 
actuality in it goes slack-the either/or situation destroys its evocative power, forces it towards an absoluteness of being that destroys 
its crucial ambivalence. Abstraction, as Horkheimer and Adorno assert, is liquidation, and in a sense the tendency towards pure 
abstraction in art is an effort to liquidate totally its fanciful illusions and become "enlightened" about form. Enlightenment in art is the 
assumption that form is its substance, and the establishment of the fact of form is its final meaning. "Meaning" is the self-evidence of 
form, its sheer presence. The danger of such pure abstraction-the isolation of form as " the" phenomenon of art-is that "free" form 
ultimately becomes uncommunicative. Once demonstrated, and shown to be free of imagistic connotations, it has no further raison 
d'etre . Similarly, the demonstration of the actuality of appearances becomes dumb, an illustration of an instance of being without any 
communication of its context of operations. In both cases, liquidation by total abstraction reduces reality to the naively given, an 
appearance that is what it seems to be. It loses, in other words, all power to enchant us, because it has lost the essential ambivalence 
which, in a sense, allows all communication to take place, or at least to continue beyond the identification of signs, the discovery of 
names. 
Baranik's napalmed head has extraordinary evocative power because it exists simultaneously as an abstract form and as a factual 
statement. It is neither totally abstracted nor complete matter of fact, but a compound of both-inherently ambivalent. Its inherent 
constitution can make it seem, depending upon the perspective of the viewer, now one, now the other. It is a concentration of black and 
white "moments" and a "found object"-a photograph of a real phenomenon. It is helped towards this powerful ambivalence by the 
fact that it is partially liquidated. It is not simply a face, but a face that has been burnt almost beyond recognition, so that it no longer 
seems human. It has, in a sense, been pushed towards abstraction by its suffering. Erased into oblivion, damaged beyond any 
expectation of human destiny, it spontaneously suffuses with abstract form. Thus, it is not simply permeated by abstract Light and 
Night, but seems constituted by their tension, their violent contrast. Violence is inherent to the damaged face, and so Baranik's violent, 
extremist method of black and white contrast is an appropriate means of revealing it. The ruined face is, as it were, naturally 
susceptible to being put into an extreme artistic context, for it is an extreme phenomenon, at the outer limits of human existence. 
Baranik's black and white abstractness simultaneously describes the damage done to the face and confirms its radical position at the 
periphery of human possibility. In the end the face begins to function entirely abstractly-thereby acquiring profound human meaning 
partly because Baranik's treatment of it does not help us overcome our feeling of its unreality but makes it seem even more 
surrealistically unreal, and partly because the transformation of it becomes its be-all and end-all. However, while art pushes the face 
away from everyday credibility, making it a weirdly poetic entity in itself-almost like Mallarme's blank page-its poetry is still part of the 
surprise that reality springs. 
In both cases, when the face appears totally abstract and when it appears totally actual, it seems to symbolize death. This symbolic 
potential is part of the evocative power generated by its inherent ambivalence. (Evocative power, if it is not arbitrary, invariably 
extends-reifies-itself in a concrete symbol. This concretization is the "proof" of its original power.) But the face's ambivalence, 
pursued to its logical conclusion, shows that the symbolism cannot straightforwardly be one of death: the face suggests a skull-
Baranik's use of X-rays helps this hallucination-but it still clearly is a face. By reason of its hallucinatory ambiguity the face becomes a 
symbol of death-in-life and life-in-death-the essential situation of existence. 
Its functioning as such is reinforced by the general Night terrain of Baranik's pictures. The face looms out of the painting with the 
ambiguity of things at night, concentrating in itself all the light that is left in night. If the night were totally dark it would be unmysterious, 
without evocative power; without light, night is nothing , a barren abstraction, awaiting animating life. But the breath of light cannot be 
put in arbitrarily ; it needs a vehicle to make sense, to function in a more than formal, ritual way. Thus, Baranik's abstract topography is 
a sum of black and white contrasts that does not add up to a whole, but always needs the content or theme that can alone give it unity 
and purpose. At the same time, the abstract topography is the "theory" that makes possible the practice which is the "dream" face, 
which is the subject-matter that gives the topography a purpose not completely predictable without it. In a sense, this subject-matter 
grounds the picture so that its abstractness does not run away with it, limiting it to its own pure poetry. A picture by Baranik is, as it 
were, two maps in one: a flat "poetic" map to scale (the picture's abstract "ground"); and a relief map with an idiosyncratic mix of 
scales-a quirky map of consciousness of the world (the picture's factual content, its "figuration"). 
A fundamental characteristic of the death-in life and life-in-death meaning of Baranik's content-the half flattened, half full face-is that 
it does not have the familiar 19th century Symbolist meaning of affected morbidity. It is not an indication of personal, "touching," 
involuntary suffering-enigmatic, poetic suffering which originates in indecisive existence-but of suffering caused by 20th century 
Realpolitik. The face has been impersonally brutalized-leveled into anonymity-by modern warfare: it has been smeared into oblivion 
by technology. While it comes to disclose a deeper level of existence, its first impression is one of devastating loss and near 
non-existence, indicating a narrow escape from an exceptionally violent death. This death aims to wipe every trace of it from the face of 
the earth, so that it leaves behind no more than the ashes of a body-hardly distinguishable from the dust of the earth-not the body 
itself. It is a death from a manmade fire so intense that it consumes almost every material trace of life, converting human substance into 
the energy of its own flames. Ideally, the technology of war dissolves human being, turning it into total absence. In the case of the 
surviving however obscured face, it did not succeed, but left an absence haunted by an indefinite presence. Such absolute death, 
completely profaning human existence, was first glimpsed in the atomic bomb, and is one of the " firsts" of the 20th century: a way 
technology premised on total suffering and absolute ruin as proof of its power.5 
The face, then , has been devastated into a lunar landscape, obliterated beyond ordinary experience. It is the face of the man in the 
moon, created on earth-another toy or novelty produced by advanced technology. At the same time, its terrible whiteness gives it a 
sacred look: traditional associations fantasy it into an angelic face. We have noted that the obliteration which created its ambivalence 
gave it hallucinatory power; its simultaneity of abstractness and actuality gives it exceptional evocative possibilities. One of these is the 
exact opposite of what might be expected: the face symbolizes not only death-in-life and life-in-death, but immortal life in a life which is 
a kind of living death. The face becomes a sign of the supernatural, if not a supernatural presence itself: it is an oracle of sacred 
expectations. Its luminescence implies survival and transformation beyond death. There is no idealism in this, only the strange effect of 
a look-the sudden discovery in an alien appearance of an ultimate "goal. " The face has been melted, but ironically into a kind of 
perfection: its loss of most signs of humanity-its ultimate suffering-redeems it for a "higher meaning." Rimbaud wanted to disorder 
his senses to become a seer; the napalmed face, disordered beyond the romantic's wildest dreams by the genius of technology-it is a 
perverse wonder of technology-has miraculously become that of a seer. It has suffered the ultimate abuse, so that it can imply 
ultimate being. The face has been transformed into a sixth sense for suffering; it has become the face of the soul. The energy of 
napalm has dematerialized it; the fire of war has purified it. An ironical product of the war machine, the face has been made universal 
by its suffering and loss. It discloses a religious potential , which perhaps remains no more than potential , but nonetheless convinces us 
that it is more than matter of fact. It transcends its own factual meaning and becomes the sign of new revelation. 
It acquires, then , meaning beyond the particulars of its appearance and history, although grounded on them. Because it is stripped of 
conventional surface, because its expressivity is vestigal, the face discloses not simply absence of ordinary human form and 
individual ity, but of everyday meaning. All too open-too naked-we are aware that it is closed to familiar interpersonal involvement, 
for it is too personal. It has become the echo of a supreme inwardness-which looks like nothing at all to the ordinary eye, with its 
expectations of signs of fullness rather than emptiness. Stripped down by its nihilistic experience the face has been put on the brink 
between the outer world and inner existence-it has been made indefinite and ambivalent, with a strange unworldliness. This state, in 
which the face is no longer operational in the world , as it were, can be understood as ontologically fundamental-as descriptive of a 
deep integrity. 
What fundamental human experience, of the essence of human existence, does this face communicate? Ostracized from the ordinary 
community, a mask which cannot be worn by anyone in the world , the face reveals the uncanny-the sensation of not being at home in 
the world. It is a face of anxiety- the uncanny face we have when we cannot face the world. Even then we are haunted by the world, 
find it inescapable. (The face in retreat from the world seems abstract; haunted by the world , it seems factual : Baranik's work is a 
meditation on now one aspect of its anxiety, now the other, in an effort to bring its uncanniness under control.) As Heidegger says, 
"That in the face of which one has anxiety is Being-in-the-world as such." This does not imply awareness of any particular characteris-
tic or fact of the world: "That in the face of which one has anxiety is not an entity-within-the-world." Thus, anxiety is indefinite, as 
Heidegger notes; one might say that napalmed face is an intaglio of this indefiniteness. And what face, one might ask, is more entitled, 
as it were, to abstract anxiety of the world , for what face has been more violated by the world? Yet the face has its anxiety apart from 
any fear of the world and its fire, showing only the ambivalence of fleeing from the world yet finding it inescapable. It is beyond fear, for 
it is all too visibly marked by the world's darkness, and while the darkness it dwells in is not that of an "innocuous Situation," what in the 
end matters is the anxiety triggered-the ultimate awareness of the world evoked-not the Situation that led to its perception. The 
Situation simply makes evident an indwelling consciousness; the radicality of the situation does not alter the fundamentality of the 
anxiety. 
Nonetheless, the face is a manmade mutation not a freak of nature, an industrial innovation implying the robotization of us all not an 
accident of history. It is the sign of an inhuman world , with a Damocles sword of atomic death hanging over it-a world which victimizes 
all of us. Thus, the extreme duress of the face apotheosizes our extreme situation. We live in a world in which anxiety no longer takes 
us unawares, but forces itself upon us at every step. It is a world which, if we perceive it politically and historically, has few innocuous 
Situations. The face makes unmistakably clear our "mixed" anxious feelings about the world we live in. Because the face is openly 
apocalyptic, not stealthy, its meaning is all the more absolute. In this world, the face is no exaggeration, but, if anything, an 
understatement of the underlying-increasingly eruptive and epidemic-anxiety. 
Baranik's homage to death-in-life and life-in-death-his "cosmic" sense of human fate in its contemporary immediacy-began with 
such pre-Napalm Elegy works as Quotations (1965) , a homage to the sculptor Medoro Rosso, and Homage to Munch (1964). Already 
here there is a sense of the oracular presentation of anxiety. Rosso's softness, Munch's sketchiness are a kind of disintegration of form 
which announces the ambivalence of existence. Their figures are suddenly temporary, not simply spatial: their bodies are re-made in 
an even weaker substance than flesh , so that their implicit dissolution becomes self-evident. This temporal becomes the basis for an 
emotional depiction: in the suddenly revealing situation of death-in-life and life-in-death the inner and outer exchange places. The 
ambiguous hovering of emotion is evoked; aroused by the world, it is privately suffered, but also expressed in and to the world, and so 
given back to the public. Meaning in Munch, Rosso,-and Baranik-rides on this potential disintegration of human form, so fraught with 
emotional significance. At the same time, such disintegration shows the potential abstractness of human form, revealing the possibility 
of the poetry of pure form. As human form becomes more ghostly, as in Munch and Rosso, it becomes more poetic, and as it becomes 
more poetic, it becomes more abstract: it begins to outrun its own reality. 
Baranik began to make these ambiguities fully his own in his "landscapes of silence," which, while overlapping with the "homages," try 
to meet the ambiguities directly. He tries not to hide in the ostrich hole of art history or of ordinary observation of nature, but to 
communicate the anxiety in and for itself, as the permanently encountered edge of being-as the elementary elegiac mood in 
existence. In the landscapes Baranik formulates his abstract aesthetic of black and white as a phenomenon in itself, and the method of 
all methods for communicating essentials-an ultimate atmosphere for anything that is put in it, in which every breath, because it is an 
effort, is clear proof of existence. Baranik carries not only the general format of these abstract landscapes into the Napalm Elegies, but 
their tangle and intrigue of detail-an abstract viscerality which has nothing to do with the dynamics of nature, but seems the 
expression of the inherent elegiac force of anonymous being. It is to this ontological anonymity and self-animated elegiac mood, 
altogether stripped of naturalistic connotations after its use in the Napalm Elegies, that Baranik's post-Napalm Elegy paintings return. 
In the landscapes of silence and the later generalized elegies, the weight is openly on the inwardness of pure being, the gravity of the 
blackness pulling everything down into it, compelling reality to become its own shadow. 
In the Napalm Elegies this inevitable elegiac narcissism transcends itself by the discovery of a historical Doppelganger, the damaged 
face-no longer nicely mirrored in mystical mourning. The historical consequence of this face gives the elegiac mood profound 
point-makes it more than the grave atmosphere of solemn being, the self-reflective emanation of an abstraction. In a sense, the 
ahistoricity of the landscapes and the later elegies voids their full elegiac consequence; they do not exist in the perspective of a really 
miserable world, as the Napalm Elegies do. Nonetheless, the non-Napalm Elegy works create and sustain the abstract method which 
makes history personally resonant-inner history-in the Napalm Elegies. The elegiac in the early and later works does not self-
destruct by reason of its absoluteness, becoming simply a generalized nostalgia for the je ne sais quoi. Rather, it sets out the only 
sane mode of encountering the modern world ; it announces the expectation of suffering, its inevitability. 
There is, in Baranik, a kind of religiosity: a sense of confrontation with fate or the seemingly fated. This religiosity exists in relatively 
pure form in the pre- and post-Napalm Elegy paintings. In the Napalm Elegies it becomes the ground of historical awareness. The 
religious attitude allows diagnostic inspection of the tumors-such as the napalmed head-created by history. It becomes the opaque 
slide on which the cancerous tissue of history is placed, phosphorescently glowing in decay. There it is spotlighted and dissected, 
becoming an abstract residue of understanding-made into art. This gives a measure of personal control-the control of 
consciousness-of what is experienced as uncontrollable. At the same time, the abstraction of history into art-an indication of its 
assimilation and comprehension-confirms its fatedness, and is in a sense an act of stoic submission to it. For Baranik, whether the 
attitude to fate is narcissistic or stoic, fate itself is never humbled-there is no reason for lifting the elegiac mood of anxiety. In these 
pictures there is not even the dream of freedom from the world, only the abstraction acknowledging its inevitability. Thus, for all the 
poetry of their abstraction-and it, also, is increasingly deterministic and static, to confirm the impossibility of transcending the 
world-Baranik's works are never utopian. Their hint of the angelic is only an afterimage, a side effect of hypnotic concentration on the 
ruthlessness of the real. 
Baranik's " respect" for fate, and the "black" religiosity that is the sign of this respect (black because it expects no mercy) is perhaps 
most subtly visible in some of the technical characteristics of his pictures, particularly his use of transparency and eccentric serializa-
tion. His fragmentation and "enlargement" of the face by simultaneous montage enhances rather than mitigates its uniqueness, and 
concentrates 1t psychically , in a sense fixing and finalizing it. The fallen face is forced upon us as a necessary emblem, a fated form-a 
distillate of history, condensing in itself all of history's suffering, and thus forcing suffering upon us. Similarly, the use of X-rays and 
lucite, as if to make the picture porous, closes it in upon itself by giving it a haphazard dept'1, by implication that of consciousness. (One 
of the accomplishments of the pictures is that their illusion of depth is less spatial than temporal, suggesting the death in what life 
remains to the face, and the consciousness behind its blankness. It is, after all, not neutral , and has inner life, like any portrait. At the 
same time, the X-rays and lucite are essential to the unportrait Baranik paints: he shows technology's unmaking of the person, not its 
divine creation ; and his techniques are the products of and so directly communicate this technology.) Where, as in Napalm Elegy 
Diptych No. 2 , the image opens to the world by reason of the world's reflection in the lucite, the world momentarily displayed is 
dissolved into a tissue of forms. Its distortion implies its assimilation into the general abstractness of the image, giving it the same 
ambivalence-putting it in the same melted state between fact and pure form-as the face . It too falls , and in falling becomes abstract 
and fantastic, as much inward and essentialized as everyday and familiar. 
In Baranik's art all such particular ambivalence occurs within the context of the fated ambivalence of self-definition. For Baranik, one 
side of the self faces and reflects the world, the other side is blank but expectant-Baranik works to fill this blankness, to make the self 
definite in a way the world cannot imagine, to give it what Heidegger calls authenticity. And yet the blankness remains, as does the 
world-the self's uncanny state never ends. The self is a fated, iconic blackness in which images of the world are sunk and resonate 
nightmarishly, and when one asks the self to produce its own image it only comes up with a face brutalized by the world-another 
image of the world. In the end, one meditates on the encompassing blackness of the pictures as though one was standing before a 
wailing wall. The pictures are reminiscent of Ad Reinhardt's or Rothko's black pictures, and in fact one group of them are dedicated to 
Reinhardt. as though to let him know tbat however pure his blackness it has a meaning which he cannot repress. Black, symbolic of the 
incurable disease of suffering , is the immanence and substratum of existence, if not the clue to its potentialities. White grows in it, 
perhaps like a cancer, also fated and indefinite, yet a reprieve , however marred by black. (The black ground, incidently, is the opposite 
of the gold ground of the traditional sacred picture, emblematic of new selfhood, definite beyond any world-transcendence in and 
through God. The nee-sacred art of Reinhardt, Rothko, and Baranik uses the black ground to communicate the absence of transcen-
dence to new being. Instead, it conveys transcendental awareness of the uncanny self, the old Adam with his anxiety about being in 
the world. The bleached white is the inner halo of this self, lifting it out of its negative mood so that it can become visible to us. The 
X-ray, in a sense, is the perfect picture, for it discloses invisible inner structure. Baranik, in effect, has X-rayed the blackness of the 
religious picture of the scientific age-turned technology to holy and artistic usage-and discovered the anxious self lurking in its 
depths. Thus, technology has a mixed meaning for Baranik: it literally and figuratively creates the fallen face of the anxious self. 
Literally, it forces anxiety upon the self by destroying its face. Figuratively, it makes the anxiety of the self self-evident. Napalm fire and 
X-ray come together in a singular metaphor for the anxious self, showing that the two sources of its anxiety-the world's horrors and its 
own fundamental being 1n the world-are one.) 
The uncanny waxing and waning of Light and Night is the clue to Baranik's peculiar intensity, subdued yet resonant. This intensity is 
not charged with the obvious, haranguing excitement of the typical expressionist picture, violently demanding attention, alternately 
repelling and attracting, but rather with a smoldering suffering, perpetual anxiety before the forces of fate and history. Baranik's 
pictures are indeed reductionist: their abstractness does not let us come up for breath. Our suffering of the fated fact slowly suffocates 
us. Because, for Baranik, the found facts of life are after all fated-abstract to begin with-his art cannot really be said to "protest" 
reality. What he does is give depth to fate by showing the human response to it; dwelling in its permanent darkness we at least know 
ourselves to be alive because we suffer-become anxious. This gives reality a mythical dimension, so that by finding it "enchanting" 
we become oblivious to the fact that we can do nothing about it. In a sense, for Baranik, the historical world, which destroys our faces, 
exists only to trigger consciousness of fate-to induce the abstract state of anxiety. Suffering shows us our helplessness, but in that 
helplessness we discover, in abstraction's violent clarity, the concreteness of the world as our fate, whatever the morality of its events. 
For Baranik, it is the conversion of the photograph of the obscure fallen face into the X-ray of anxiety (the positive into the negative) that 
in the end matters, for this conversion raises the face into an artistic-scientific revelation that compensates for the destruction wrought 
it by the technology of war. In Baranik's work the ambivalence of science-its existence as an instrument and a consciousness-is 
present, and while art may make use of some of its instruments, it in the end takes the abstract point of view of its consciousness, for 
finally only this consciousness is redemptive. Baranik's art shows a supreme agonism, but the miracle that it transforms the catas-
trophe of history into is transcendental consciousness of the eternal present, not the future of unlimited expectations. 
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